
UWC & Education Equity



UWC makes education a force to unite 

people, nations and cultures for peace 

and a sustainable future.

UWC Mission



Education must 

enable young people 

to effect what they 

have recognized to be 

right, despite 

hardships, despite 

dangers, despite 

inner skepticism, 

despite boredom, and 

despite mockery from 

the world.

UWC since 1962

Kurt Hahn

German educator

Founder of UWC

UWC was founded in 1962 with UWC Atlantic College 

in south Wales opening that same year. The aim was 

to bring together young people from areas of post-war 

conflict to act as champions of peace through an 

education based on shared learning, collaboration 

and understanding.

1967
Lord 

Mountbatten 

becomes 

President of 

UWC

1978
HRH the 

Prince of 

Wales 

becomes 

President of 

UWC

1999
Nelson 
Mandela 
becomes 
Honorary 
President of 
UWC

1995
HM Queen 
Noor of 
Jordan 
becomes 
President of 
UWC



UWC Schools
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UWC Changshu China, opened in Sep 2015, 

is the 15th UWC college in the world



Diverse Community 

– Our learners

Since the opening of the school,

our students come from over                    

120 countries and regions;

Chinese students come from over   

30 provinces and autonomous 

regions, as a result of selection for 

deliberate diversity in cultures, ethic 

groups and social-economic 

backgrounds.



At UWC Changshu China we 

define learning as an iterative 

process in which learners are 

intrinsically motivated to explore 

with a purpose, reflect on diverse 

perspectives, and apply what they 

learn to better themselves, their 

communities, and the world.

Diverse  Communi tyLearning at UWC Changshu



Residential Life

At UWC Changshu China, students come from over 100 different countries and regions and it is not 

always easy for the students to live in a community with so many different personalities and cultures. 

However, we deliberately mix them and ensure that students in the same dormitory, house, advisor group 

and class come from different continents, countries, provinces/cities, and age groups. These experiences 

encourage sharing, dialogue, conflict transformation, and reflection to see the world from a variety of 

perspectives. 

Through this challenging but enjoyable residential life, students are able to learn to live and work with 

different people and build up strong bond to make positive changes in the world. 



Experiential Learning

▪ Interdisciplinary

▪ In line with UWC mission and 

values

▪ Fully utilize resources

▪ Experience success and failure

▪ Prepare for the real world



Services to underprivileged students

Project week in Siyuan schools

PVO

Girls coding project



George Li

China

Class of 2017

Class of 2021

Bennington College

UWC teaches me to be 

inclusive, to understand and 

appreciate the differences. I 

no longer judge others 

because now I know that 

each one is a unique 

individual, a global citizen. 

We know him or her only if 

we could understand his or 

her heart.

Underprivileged students in UWC

Every year, students from 

• Shanghai Jiuqian (10+ students over 10 years)

• Beijing Dandelion school (10+ students over 10 years)

• Guangxi Huaguang Ethnic Minority Girl School etc

join UWC and bring with them their own experiences and 

perspectives to contribute to diversity.



Davis UWC Scholarship and Chicago University UWC Scholarship

94 universities in USA

152+ countries 

7000+ UWC students

16年间项目发展情况
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Welcome to UWC Changshu China

Follow us on Wechat

No. 88 Kun-Cheng-Hu-Xi Road，
Changshu, Jiangsu China, 
215500

+86 512 5298 2602

info.admissions@uwcchina.org

www.uwcchina.org

mailto:info.admissions@uwcchina.org
http://www.uwcchina.org/

